TAB Meeting Minutes (1/28/16, 7:00pm-8:30pm at COL community room)

Resident concerns

- Parking concerns
  - Since three vehicle-owning adults might plausibly share a 3-bedroom apartment in BRK, should the 2 parking permit limit be raised to 3 only for those apartments?
  - Related issues include the amount of guest parking in BRK and whether a ratio of resident to guest parking should be established
    - TAB members to review amount and location of guest parking in each complex; Apartments Coordinator (AC) to report exact number of spaces in BRK.
- Concerns with the towing company’s methods and safety
  - Is the towing company catching the people we are most concerned about? That is, if we are much more concerned about trespassers than guests of residents who don’t park in the correct spaces, is there a way to communicate this to the towing company?
  - It was reported that the tow trucks do not make safety warning sounds while reversing. This could be a serious safety risk.

TAB Constitution review

- TAB continued its review of the TAB Constitution and expects to finish the review at the next meeting
  - One important addition to the document would be a glossary defining the roles identified within the document (eg, who is a resident, who is a guest, etc.) Secretary to highlight all named roles in the document.
  - A second issue raised was whether residents should be more involved in voting on issues and possibly during interviews of new TAB members
  - The Agreement signed by each TAB member needs updating to reflect the changes in responsibilities, hours, etc.

TV/internet survey

- Communication Coordinator (CC) updated TAB on responses. The full report is available upon request.
  - Some key points that a majority of respondents agreed upon:
    - More channels representing diversity of residents
    - Faster speeds
  - CC to send out recommendations by 1 February and TAB members should respond no later than 3 February
Cowboy carnival
  ● Garden Coordinator to purchase gifts from Co-op; no prizes over $50

Upcoming agenda
  ● TAB constitution revision
  ● Parking discussion led by Transportation Coordinator and AC
  ● Discussion about TAB members’ goals for 2016
  ● Cowboy carnival recap
  ● Internet survey recap, if needed
  ● Plan meetings from March until end of semester

In Attendance: Nagaraja Revanna, Shuning Lu, Justin Power, Mohsen Babazadeh, Motolani Ogunsanya, Julie Lekstutis, Ya-ching Huang, Patrick Daskas, Leticias Mendoza, Luis Gonzalez,